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 Image dropping a penny into a glass of clear liquid and watching it slowly get 

eaten away and disappear. This is what happens to our mother’s earth natural resources. 
The place where all human stay and live is much of abundance where everything we want 
and asked is just perfectly all around us as provided and God’s gift to us. We are 
fortunate enough to have all in our surroundings way back before as what was told in 
history those people of none or less knowledge have more love for nature as compare 
today. We are again lucky because what mother’s Earth has is for us to be use for 
survival. Its all good for our health including animals and plants.     

 
Unfortunately what happen when people now a day’s miss-use or abused it. We 

saw and hear on any media the destruction that happens everywhere the world? Rich 
countries produces factories, cars, buses, trucks and uses gases that are very much 
harmful to people and our environment and expect more air pollution. Dumping of 
poisonous chemical to ocean, rivers anywhere it can living creatures at sea. Landslides 
are everywhere because quarrying is rampant in remote areas which results to devastation 
during heavy rains and typhoon. These are just few of what people do to mother’s Earth 
natural resources. That’s why all of us are facing these problems and even other countries 
too. For us, as a student it’s time for us to be useful to help example, we should   not 
throw anywhere or proper waste disposal. Re-used whatever can be used to lessen our 
garbage. Report if we can see illegal loggers, quarrying or those people that are busing 
our natural resources instead of protecting it and preserving its natural beauty.  

 
    We should love and preserved our mother’s Earth natural resources because it’s 
our own. We must not abused it because in the long run what we have done it will return 
back to us in the form of destruction and devastation of all what own. That’s why starting 
today and onwards let’s not abndoned our environment instead help for its development, 
preservation its habitat and respect what’s God game to us in order to survive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


